Confined to the British Isles, we’re all dreaming of far-flung, sun-drenched destinations and the opportunity to relax on this season’s most stylish outdoor furniture.
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From left: 'Panama' daybed by Ludovica + Roberto Palomba, £3,800, Talenti (talentisrl.com). "Bobby" cocoon chair by GamFratesi, £2,784; and cushion set, £1,608, both Dedon (dedon.de). 'Tramae' pouf by Unpizzo, from £1,000, B&B Italia (bebitalia.com). 'Rio R50' coffee table by Gargano-Cristell, £181, Emu (emu.it). 'Telar' armchair by Lina Obregón, £1,764, Paola Lenti (paolalenti.it).
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From left: 'Sampei' outdoor lamp by Enzo Calabrese and Davide Groppi, £1,960, Davide Groppi (davidegroppi.com). 'Noa' sunbed from the 'Open Air' collection by Andrea Parisio, from £3,533, Meridiani (meridiani.it). 'Ischia' coffee tables by Paola Navone (no longer available), Baxter (baxter.it). Glass jug, from £29, Hay (hay.dk). 'Octave' pitcher by Marta Bakowski, £1,043, Maison Matisse (maison-matisse.com). 'Traveler' outdoor armchair with hood by Stephen Burks, £2,580, Roche Bobois (roche-bobois.com).